Introduction.
This note consists of some consequences of the following theorem of Hanai and Morita [2] and Stone [4] .
Theorem. ///: A-► Y is closed, continuous and onto and X is metric, the following are equivalent :
(1) F is metric. (2) Y is first countable. In particular, we use this result to obtain a list of characterizations of those metric spaces X each of whose closed, continuous images is metric (Theorem 1), the most interesting being that the only such spaces are simple combinations of compact spaces and discrete spaces. We then apply this characterization to derive the converse to the well-known result that every Hausdorff continuous image of a compact metric space is metrizable; i.e., if every Hausdorff continuous image of a metric space X is metrizable, then X is compact (Theorem 3).
2. A -spaces. We will call a metric space A an A-space iff every Hausdorff image of A under a closed continuous map is metrizable. By the theorem above, then, X is an A -space iff every closed set in A has compact frontier. To develop our characterization theorem, we need some notation.
Let P be a nonempty closed subset of A, Y the space obtained from
A by identifying the points of P, with h: X->Y the identification map. Let ßX be the Stone-Cech compactification of X and A a closed subset of ßX such that (1) AHA = P, and (2) whenever U is open in A and UZ)F, then U= Uat~\X, Z70 open in ßX, U0DK (e.g., A = Cl(sx P) • Denote by YK the space obtained from ßX by identifying the points of A, and by HK the corresponding identification map. Then Yr will be a compactification of F (conditions (1) and (2) above ensure that Yr will contain F set-theoretically and topologically, respectively), and HK\X = h. Among these compactifications, if A = CV P, then YK=ßY.
We are ready for our first equivalence.
Theorem
1. The following are equivalent for a metric space X: (a) X is an A-space. (b) els* F is a zero-set in ßX whenever F is a zero-set (i.e., is closed) in X.
(c) K is a zero-set in ßX whenever K is closed in ßX and has the property that, for every open set U of X containing XC\K, there is an open set £70 in ßX such that UoZ)K and f70C\X = U. Theorem that F has compact frontier. Thus, X is an ¿-space.
(a)=*(d): Suppose X is an ¿-space. Let D be the set of all points isolated in X. Then Xo = X -D is closed in X. We will show it is compact. If not, let F-{xi, x2, • ■ • } be a sequence in A0 having no cluster point in X0. Clearly, F= Fr(F) EX0, and it follows that [4] in other contexts. Nagata showed that the ¿-spaces are completely metrizable by constructing an explicit complete metric. We can give a quick proof of the existence of complete metrics by turning to the metric completion X* of X. Theorem 2. If X is an A-space, then X has a complete metric (i.e., is completely metrizable as a topological space).
Proof. If A is an A -space, then A = A0WP, where A0 is compact, D consists of isolated points and Xof~\D = 0. If X* is the metric completion of A, then each point of D is isolated in A* (by a diagonal process, if a point of D is a limit of points from A*, it will be a limit of points from A), so D is open in A*. Since A0 is closed in A*, and thus a Gi in A*, it follows that A = A0UP is a G¡ in A*, and thus completely metrizable. Thus A itself is compact.
